




FIRST WAVE



A messagE froM tHe Four  
DickHEadS OF THE ApOCalyPSE

Passing testing, our virus increasingly extensive. We are deeply inspired 
by high-risk leading and low capabilities. Through it all, distancing 
a better understanding of invisible hands that spread exceptional. 
Witnessing next phase of war against guidelines. This is envision: we 
are tracking boundless dividends in close coordination with the strong. 
This will incorporate surveillance testing, which allows us to enable 
normal. Expanded hoping as robust battle is unflinching. Protections 
arrive categorizing and classify very back. Safe open path.





GERMBUTTER IS
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phone screens  &  

        anyone on Tinder
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Flo’s IsoTopics #1: Sour Dough

My starter didn’t start









Flo’s IsoTopics #2: Beardy Weirdy

a. Chin hair: single strong white hair under centre of chin. 
b. Mole hairs: old �iends
c. Neck hairs: fine, long, dark, sparse. Usually plucked if I can see them but o�en 

get really long before I notice them. 
d. Single hair that came out of a scar under my bottom lip WTF
e. Moustache hairs, nestled in mouth corners, old nemeses. 
f. Thick clump of chin hair: strong, long, mix of brown and bright snowy white. 

Old �iends, but stagger their appearance so was shocked how many there were. 
g. Patches of fine long brown hairs. Suspected but rarely seen. 

 Early April to 
5 June 2020

“     ,  ’     
            .” 

While some people were strapping pillows to their naked bodies, 
or recreating artworks, I decided to grow my facial hair out.  
Check out the full story at https://tinyurl.com/hairtomoz 

https://www.headstuff.org/topical/body-hair-removal-feminism-sugarist/
https://www.headstuff.org/topical/body-hair-removal-feminism-sugarist/
https://tinyurl.com/hairtomoz
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Flo’s IsoTopics #3: Nightwalks

Spotify soundtracks (in order of most use):  
TRIP HOP (Record Club)

EKLECTIC@ - WOMEN (Arema Arega)
HELL IS ROUND THE CORNER (Caren Florance)

SLOW APOCALYPSE (pen_davie)

Midnight moon. Falling spacejunk. Empty lit windows. Red Robot Snail 
at every turn. Take every path that appears. Wearing out the soles of 
my Spanish walking boots and wondering if I’ll ever be able to replace 
them. Check out the full story at https://tinyurl.com/redrobotsnail

https://tinyurl.com/redrobotsnail
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